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Zoetis Reference Labs

Impromed now integrates with Zoetis Reference Labs. Create lab requests for Zoetis Reference Labs 
from a travel sheet or product attachment. Instructions for setup and workflow are contained within the 
Impromed Help Text.

Impromed Universal Lab Reader

Updated the IULR to include Zoetis Reference Labs.  

The Zoetis Reference Lab service will only support Impromed database versions 23.12.0 and above. 

WHAT’S NEW

version 23.13.0
Release Notes
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Accounts Receivable

234735 Corrected split billing so it is only available when the license is enabled.

Business

331330 Access to VetPressOnline has been removed since VPO is no longer available.

Database

286118 The Update Rabies button in the Certificate module has been changed to Update 
Vaccines and the new rabies tag updates all fields properly.

Desktop

332204 The backspace key will function as expected and not go back a page when the user is in 
Pendo.

Estimates

46704 The transfer from estimates to invoicing will prompt for wastage when inventory items 
are configured to do so after the move screen.
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Invoices

318229 Impromed will be able to email invoices from history if the client has * in the name.

Lab Integrations

332380 Performance improvements have been implemented to the lab request screen. 

318326 Pricing is correct for the IDEXX Reference Lab request if the mapped Product is a bundle 
(when creating requests from the Lab module).

330718 Corrected the PIMS ID not found error when creating an AXIS-Q request.

334963 A duplicate request will not be created when making a new IDEXX Request for a product 
with the ‘Create Lab Request’ Product Attachment.

336138 Editing an IDEXX Reference Lab order that was created from Product Attachments will 
add the correct Date Performed.

Medical Records

312253 When adding images to medical record forms, the images will display on the form.
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Message Center

333960 Performance in the Message Center has been improved for faster paging.

Prescriptions

337929 When printing a written prescription and the format for Dual Signature is selected and 
the new option of “Display ‘Dispense as written’ on the left” is enabled, the prescription 
template prints the details like normal with the signature details flipped.

Products

49168 Client and Patient notes generated from Product Attachments will display after an item 
has been concluded.

Reports

58758 Accounts receivable-based issues with Removed Payments, when a product was paid 
off by multiple payments, will display correctly on the Employee Commissions Report.

334886 Accounts receivable-based issues with Removed Payments, when multiple products 
are on the invoice and requires the payments to be split, will display correctly on the 
Employee Commissions Report.

327101 Updated the Controlled Substance Log export for NH to handle updated state 
requirements.
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ADDITIONAL RELEASE ITEMSUSER REQUESTS

Reports (continued)

333954 Updated the Controlled Substance Log export for TN to handle updated state 
requirements.

Scheduler

344215 Security for Scheduler will now generate prompts when employee rights apply.

 

Treatment Plans

160306 The speed and performance has been improved as it relates to attachments and medical 
records completing treatment products.

Wellness Plans

338313 The expand/collapse buttons will be removed when there aren’t products to expand or 
collapse on the Wellness Plans screen.

347715 The state of the Care Plans contract health status will display the partial status on-
screen but display more detail in the tooltip.


